Introduction

Carequality creates a community of trusted exchange partners who rely on each organization’s adherence to the terms of the Carequality Connected Agreement, Carequality Connection Terms, and Use Case Implementation Guides. Trust in the community relies on the mutual responsibilities embodied within these terms but can only be fully realized if participants have certainty that transactions are being sent to, and received from, the systems of other organizations bound by those same terms.

To ensure this level of trust, any system that hosts an end point listed in the Carequality Directory, or directly originates a request to such an end point (a “Participating System”), must conform to the requirements outlined in this Policy, which constitute technically enforceable evidence that the organization has met the associated criteria for being a Carequality Participating System.

Individual Use Case Implementation Guides may specify different requirements from those outlined in this Policy and in such a case the Implementation Guide will take precedence.

Definitions

**Certificate Authority (CA):** the entity that issues digital certificates for the Carequality ecosystem. A digital certificate certifies the ownership of a public key by the named subject of the certificate. This allows others (relying parties) to rely upon signatures or on assertions made about the private key that corresponds to the certified public key. A CA acts as a trusted third party—trusted both by the subject (owner) of the certificate and by the party relying upon the certificate.

**X.509 certificate:** An X.509 version 3 certificate issued to an end entity. Note that Carequality only issues one type of certificate, and that same type of certificate is expected to be used by both peers for a Carequality 2-way-TLS connection.

**Sponsor:** The person responsible for acting as the requestor for a Carequality certificate. The Sponsor is generally responsible for secure acquisition, installation, and management of the full life cycle of the certificate as per the CA’s Subscriber Agreement. Every Sponsor must create an account with the designated Certificate Authority and be Identity Proofed as defined (typically IAL2) by the CA.

**Subscriber:** The organization that is requesting the certificate. Each Subscriber must be registered with the Certificate Authority that issues the organization its Carequality certificate.

**2-Way-TLS:** Use of IETF Transport Layer Security with authentication of both end points in the internet communication pathway.

**Policy Binding:** Associating a X.509 digital certificate with a given policy environment. See also the Binding section of this document.

**Listed End Point:** A web service technical URL hosted by a Participating System that is listed in the Carequality Directory.

Certificate Issuance Process

The actual process for issuing certificates by any Carequality designated Certificate Authority is governed by its own rules. Production certificates are only issued for entries in the Carequality Directory. However, not all Carequality Directory entries will have their own, separate certificate. See the section entitled “Multi-Tenant Gateways” for more information.

The initial step in the issuance process is for the Carequality Implementer to send an email to techsupport@carequality.org asking for a Production certificate. It is recommended that the person who will be the Implementer’s Sponsor send this email to Tech Support. After this request is sent, a ticket will be opened in the Carequality Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tool. This ticket will be reviewed by the Implementer’s Carequality Program Manager to sign-off on this request. In order to be issued their initial Production certificate, Implementers must complete a series of onboarding steps before a Production certificate is issued. The respective Program Manager shall ensure all of these steps are completed before permitting the certificate to be issued. Certificate renewals are also subject to review, to ensure the Implementer is in good standing, and allowed to participate further in the Use Case.

Once the Participating System successfully completes any production validation required by the relevant Implementation Guide(s), it will officially enter into production operational status. More detailed steps within this general process are subject to change based on experience, technical developments, and updates to the underlying processes. Carequality will provide additional, up-to-date information on process details to those who begin the certificate request process. This information may take the form of a separate document, an online FAQ page, or some other appropriate mechanism.

Test (or Validation) certificates are also available upon request. Unlike a Production certificate request, Identity Proofing for a Test certificate is not required. Requests for Test certificates can also be made by sending an email to techsupport@carequality.org asking for such. The ticketing and Program Manager review process as described above (for Production certificates) also applies.

Policy Binding

Policy Binding is the process of associating a given X.509 digital certificate to the Carequality trust domain.

Policy Binding occurs when the following four conditions are satisfied:

1) The end entity (a.k.a. server) certificate possesses a Subject Distinguished Name attribute with a single Common Name (CN) component equal to the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the Listed End Point;
2) The end entity certificate possesses a Subject Distinguished Name attribute with an Organizational Unit (OU) component of CAREQUALITY;
3) The end entity certificate has at least one Subject Alternative Name Extension type of URI and value of “HTTP://WWW.CAREQUALITY.ORG/V01”; and
4) The end entity certificate is issued by the trust chain defined herein.

Note that there may be multiple OU values for any given certificate, but only one of those is required to be “CAREQUALITY”. There also may be multiple Subject Alternative Name values, but only one of those is required to be of type URI with a value of “HTTP://WWW.CAREQUALITY.ORG/V01”.
Multi-Tenant Gateways

Carequality Implementers and Carequality Connections (CCs) MAY deploy as either a single-tenant gateway or multi-tenant gateway. In either scenario there is a one-to-one relationship between the single X.509 certificate and the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the Listed End Point published in the Directory.

For clarity, a Carequality Implementer with multiple CCs hosted behind a single gateway, MAY be deployed with only one X.509 certificate for all of their CCs. In this case, a single certificate will be issued for that Implementer, and that Implementer will be entered into the Directory. Subsequently, as that Implementer’s CCs become ready to exchange, each CC will be added to the Directory, but no additional certificate will need to be issued since each/all of those CCs is/are behind the same gateway. Stated differently, multi-tenant scenarios will result in one Carequality Directory entry per CC but will not result in a separate Carequality X.509 certificate being issued to each CC.

Server Name Indication (SNI) Support

All Implementer and CC initiating gateways must support the ability to initiate requests using TLS Server Name Indication (SNI) \(^1\). All Implementer and CC responding gateways must:

1) Support the ability to successfully process SNI inbound requests even if the responding gateway does not host multiple tenants OR;

2) Establish a TLS connection to the correct virtually-hosted tenant.

Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Use

Carequality X.509 certificates may use Subject Alternative Names for two purposes. The Certificate Authority will automatically set this field as noted in the Policy Binding section of this document via a URI data type field indicating that this X.509 certificate is for Carequality. A Subject Distinguished Name type SAN field indicating the Common Name of the certificate Subject may also be denoted, but only if specifically requested by the Implementer or CC.

\(^1\) The HTTPS-Only Standard: Server Name Indication (SNI) - [https://https.cio.gov/sni/](https://https.cio.gov/sni/)
Trust Chain

Please see Appendix A for detailed trust chain configuration information.

Certificate Filtering

Listed End Points MUST accept any other Participating System messages for which the partner certificate presented meets the requirements of this policy and passes IETF PKIX validation (is intact, is correctly bound, is within its validity period, is not revoked, is not on hold, and is signed by one of the designated intermediate signing certification authorities, etc.), unless the relevant Use Case’s non-discrimination requirements allow messages to be rejected from a particular sender or group of senders.

All Participating Systems that initiate requests to Listed End Points MUST allow outbound connectivity to any Listed End Point for the relevant Use Case and that are secured by a X.509 certificate that is intact, is correctly bound, is within its validity period, is not revoked, and is not on hold, unless the relevant Use Case’s non-discrimination requirements allow the initiator to refrain from sending messages to a particular Listed End Point or group of Listed End Points.

For purposes of communication via the Carequality Framework, and except in accordance with the Other Uses section below, all Listed End Points must also be configured to accept only certificates that meet the specifications in this policy and that are issued by the Trust Chain listed above with a Common Name (CN) consistent with the Listed End Point and with an Organizational Unit of CAREQUALITY. Alternatively, instead of filtering based on the Subject Organizational Unit, the End Point MAY filter based on the above chain of trust, plus the Subject Alternative Name, as described in the Policy Binding section of this policy document. Non-normative: There are other certificates issued by the same Intermediate Certification Authority that are used for non-Carequality purposes and must not be trusted within the Carequality framework.

TLS Cryptographic Configuration

All connections between Participating Systems that are subject to the Carequality Connected Agreement or Carequality Connection Terms MUST use TLS 1.2 or above with mutual authentication as per NIST / FIPS 800-52r2 https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-52r2.pdf. In order to take advantage of the enhancements available in this version of TLS, TLS 1.2 has been established as the new baseline for all Participating Systems. Participating Systems are permitted to deploy older versions of TLS for non-Carequality purposes, but Participating Systems MUST NOT establish TLS 1.0/1.1 connections in production to other Participating Systems. Participating Systems must deploy a cryptographic subsystem listed on the NIST Cryptographic Module Validation program, running in FIPS mode as per http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/validation.html or operating in an equivalent mode of production operation (a “Validated Crypto Module”). Non-normative: This approach is designed to provide Participating Systems with a migration path that allows those with existing production deployments to upgrade, in a non-breaking manner, to become conformant with the new version of the Carequality Technical Trust Policy document version 3.0.


Participating Systems using an invalidated crypto module must configure their crypto module to operate in the same manner as a Validated Crypto Module and must disable unsecure or weak functionality such as 3DES encryption or MD5 hashes.

**IP Address Allow Listing**

The number of connections afforded by the Carequality Framework and the requirements for most organizations under Carequality’s Non-Discrimination principle may present significant logistical challenges for those who would attempt to implement IP address allow listing for either outbound or inbound connections. Participating Systems MUST NOT implement an IP allow list unless fully complying with the applicable Implementation Guide’s non-discrimination requirements allows the Participating System to accept messages only from a known, static set of other participants.

**Ports**

As noted above with respect to IP allow listing, maintenance of firewall or other connectivity rules presents significant logistical challenges if done individually for all Listed Endpoints. In order to allow restrictions on the ports opened, both inbound and outbound, and to avoid firewall maintenance for individual connections, Listed Endpoints MUST use one of the following ports for inbound services requests:

- 443
- 4437
- 14430

Participating Systems that originate messages to Listed Endpoints MUST allow outbound communication on all three of the above-listed ports.

**Certificate Revocation and Suspended Status Checking**

Participating Systems MUST check each transaction to ensure the end entity X.509 certificate used meets the requirements of this Carequality Technical Trust Policy document and is not revoked, on hold, or suspended before establishing trust. Furthermore, participating Systems MUST support Certificate Revocation List (CRL) checking. Participating Systems MAY support Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responder network service checking. Only valid X.509 certificates (within their validity period) should be checked for revocation status. Expired certificates, for example, are normally not listed as revoked. Expired certificates MUST not be used to establish trust.

**Multiple Trust Chain Support**

In order to facilitate normal operational changes with the current Carequality PKI vendor, and to enable redundant PKI vendors, the following policy is established:
a. All Participating Systems MUST support all current trust chains as documented in Appendix A. Non-normatively: Carequality intends to support multiple PKI vendors for redundancy in the future. This requirement also facilitates orderly transitions to newer trust chains from the same vendor as certificates naturally expire or are re-issued over time.

b. Participating Systems’ outbound connections MAY continue to support a single outbound trust chain for standard operational use, but Participating Systems MUST be able to switch their outbound trust chain to a secondary trust chain with minimal notice and downtime. Participating Systems SHOULD automate this process. Non-normative: This is designed to allow PKI fail-over in the event the primary trust chain becomes inoperable for any reason (such as unscheduled downtime.)

Other Uses

X.509 certificates and Listed End Points MAY be used for non-Carequality purposes, provided that the organization to which the certificate is issued understands that such a use is not supported by Carequality and that the organization accepts the risk that the system may be subject to downtime due to Carequality activities such as certificate revocation or directory entry changes. Other uses of Carequality Listed End Points, and X.509 certificates, MUST be for substantially similar uses (such as for exchanging clinical and administrative data using web services), MUST be compatible with the maintenance of a secure data center, and MUST only use TLS 1.2 or greater with mutual authentication for all transactions.

The same fully qualified domain name (FQDN) and port combination MUST NOT be used for production Carequality activity and non-production activity of any sort, even if the non-production activity is substantially similar in other ways to Carequality activity.

Participating Systems are not otherwise constrained by Carequality, and the servers, networking appliances, and other elements of the Participating System’s deployment environment MAY also be used for whatever other purposes the organization judges to be appropriate, as long as the support of these other uses does not conflict with the requirements of this document, any relevant Implementation Guide, or other Carequality Policy.

Carequality Certificate Information

Implementers and Participating Systems are responsible for maintaining up-to-date contact information and Sponsor information, along with up-to-date entries in the Carequality Directory. Failure to maintain correct contact and Sponsor information, particularly if the Sponsor is no longer employed by the organization, may result in delays in renewing or re-issuing certificates, which may, in turn, result in production connectivity failures when certificates expire. To prevent this, a Participating System SHOULD have multiple Sponsors. The Certificate Authority will track certificate expiration dates and reach out to the designated Sponsor(s) 60-90 days in advance of the Subscriber’s certificate expiring. Ideally, this should allow enough time to renew the certificate even if a new Sponsor must go through the Identity Proofing process for that organization.

Per the CA provider utilized by Carequality, all certificate recipients must be Identity Proofed and sign a Subscriber Agreement before being issued a Production certificate. Industry guidelines state that identity proofing is valid for a period of 2 years. This process indicates the person officially authorized by Carequality Participating Systems as the Sponsor for purposes of receiving and accepting responsibility for
the secure use and management of the Carequality X.509 certificate and its associated keys. The Sponsor will be identity-proofed per NIST 800-63A IAL2 guidelines.

Additional items to be aware of:

1) If the X.509 certificate becomes compromised, or decommissioned, or otherwise needs to be revoked, then the Sponsor MUST immediately send an email to techsupport@carequality.org, which will be acknowledged, indicating that the certificate should be revoked.

2) In the event of a key compromise, please contact Carequality immediately, 24 hours a day, so the certificate can be revoked, as described in step #1.

3) Every 12 months, the signed certificate will expire and need to be re-issued. The CA shall attempt to notify the Sponsor on file approximately 60-90 days prior to the certificate expiration to begin the renewal process.

4) The Sponsor is responsible for ensuring that the X.509 certificate and access codes are maintained securely at all times.
Appendix A – Certificate Trust Chain Configuration

Production (PRD) environment trust bundle:
https://bundles.directtrust.org/bundles/sequoiaProjectProdTrustBundle.p7b

Validation (VAL) environment trust bundle:
https://bundles.directtrust.org/bundles/sequoiaProjectValTrustBundle.p7b

The above trust bundles include everything you need, but the individual Root and Intermediate certificates for VAL and PRD in .PEM format can also be found here:

CRL Access Point
In order for Participating Systems to check for revoked or suspended certificates, it may be necessary to allow for outbound access to the CRL distribution points. The URIs MUST be authoritatively obtained from Participating Systems’ end entity certificate extension attribute and can also be found here for your reference: